THEOREM 1. Let Mz be a compact, differentiable, homotopy 3-disk. Then MzXl is diffeomorphic to Dé with handles of index 2 and 3 added:
Mz X / -£>4 + («2
) + • • • + (<$ + (<h) + • • • + (*î).
Hence, one can eliminate the handles of index 1 of MzXI (compare with the similar procedure, in higher dimensions [2] ).
In fact we obtain Theorem 1 from the slightly stronger:
THEOREM 1'. If Mz is a compact, differentiable homotopy 3-disk, there exists an integer p = p(Mz) such that:
This together with some immersion theory, implies easily the main result from [l] .
The next theorem is the main step in proving Theorem 1'. But in order to state it, we need some preparation. 
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We consider now (compact) 3-manifolds with singularities. These will be compact spaces F 3 which are everywhere (bounded) differentiate manifolds, except for a finite number of compact neighborhoods W, which admit descriptions of the following type: We consider two embeddings #, \{/: I-*S2 = dDz, such that 0(/)P\^(7) consists of exactly one point, with transversal intersection, and two thin tubular neighborhoods around them: <£, \£: IXI->5 2 = ol>3. IXI is assimilated to lXlXoCd(lXlXl)=dD z and then W is our original D z (target of 0, \p) with two other copies of D% added along <ï >, Sir :
Vz is "regular" except for a "singular" set a{Vz) which is a bounded 2-manifold, having as connected components various copies of D 2 .
We consider resolutions (of singularities) for F 3 , II: V^V* where V' z is a nonsingular 3-manifold, II"" 1^) has exactly 2 elements if x£int a(Vz) and exactly 1 element if x is regular. (If xÇzd<r(Vt) , as we shall see in a moment, II"" 1 (x) has one point in half the cases and two in the other half.) It is moreover understood that, if W is as before, U" 1 (W) = W f is obtained by cutting the IXIXI corresponding to <&, from Dz+Ç&) along «Jr^Image 3>rMmage \t0 (or the IXIXI corresponding to ^, from £>*+(*) • • • ). So W' = SiXD 2 , and passing from W to W', Image <£fMmage SF = IXI "blows up" into ]8=4>"" 1 (I m age 3>nimage ^r)+**~1(Image «ÊHImage >P), diffeomorphic to SiXl (the first summand is in IXIXI, the other in Dz+(ty)). We say that 3> (or Sir) is specified in the resolution 11= V' z -*Vi. (One remarks that the two iXlXl-Dz play a symmetric role in IF, but cannot be interchanged with the original D 3 ; this is easily seen by looking at the sheaf of local homology groups along <r(W) = Image <J>rMmage SF.)
If $ is specified in the resolution II: V z -»F 3 , as above, there exists a canonical embedding j: W-^Si which is uniquely determined (up to isotopy) by the requirements that j(W') be unknotted and j(fi) be contained in a nonsingular 2-disk of S 3 .
Let us consider the category (R of resolutions II: V z -*Vz (for all Fa's) where the morphisms are given by commutative squares, having II on the verticals and embeddings on the horizontals. Let us also consider the category (3 consisting of triples (M*, j, Mz) where MA is a bounded differentiate 4-manifold, Mz a (bounded) differentiate 3-manifold and j: Mz-^dM* an embedding. Morphisms are again commutative squares having the ƒ s on the verticals and embeddings on the horizontals. We have:
LEMMA. There exists a unique ("thickening") This lemma is implicit in [l] .
